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ABSTRACT 

Internet services and applications are very useful in our day to day life like communication and the management 

of personal information as well as social information from anywhere and anytime. An advanced multi-tiered design is used 

wherein the web server runs the application front-end logic and data is outsourced to a database or file server which is used 

by the web services. An independent IDS would not be able to identify. This drawback has been overcome in Double guard 

system which utilises an IDS system that models the network behaviour of user sessions across both the front-end web 

server and the back-end database. This is achieved by monitoring both web and subsequent database requests. So it is 

possible to ferret out attacks completely. Furthermore, it quantify the limitations of any multitier IDS in terms of training 

sessions and functionality coverage. I have implemented Double Guard using an IIS(internet information and services)   

web server with MySQL. Double Guard can handle both types of attack also i.e. on Front End (HTTP) and Back end                   

(SQL SERVER). 
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INTRODUCTION 

To protect multi-tiered web services, Intrusion detection systems (IDS) have been widely used to detect known 

attacks by matching misused traffic patterns or signatures [1]. In the existing system we require different IDS one for web 

server and another for database server. 2 IDSes required so we need to create 2 IDSes with different prevention measure 

first IDS that contains prevention measure related to web server so attack should not happen on web server but some time 

attack happen on database server bypassing web server so for that reason need to create another IDS with prevention 

measure related to database server attack. We want to avoid creating 2 IDS so we are creating one Double Guard system 

that act as IDS and prevent both side of attack. Attack may be on web server or database server. Most of the IDS examine 

the attack individually on web server and database server. In order to protect multi-tiered web services an efficient system 

call Intrusion Detection System is needed to detect attacks by mapping web request and SQL query[7][8]. 
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In this paper, I present Double Guard, a system used to identify attacks in multi-tiered web services. My approach 

can create routine models of isolated user sessions that include both the web front-end (HTTP) and back-end (File or SQL) 

network transactions. To achieve this, I employ a virtualization technique to assign each users web session to a dedicated 

container, an isolated virtual computing environment. 

In the proposed system we are implementing Double Guard that handle both sides of attack. Attack may be from 

static web site or dynamic web site. No need to create two different IDSes for two different web site. Double Guard can 

handle both types of attack also we are performing encryption algorithm and DDOS attack []. We are finding IP Address of 

intruder. 

In addition to this static website case, there are web services that permit persistent backend data modifications. 

These services, which we call dynamic, allow HTTP requests to include parameters that are variable and depend on user 

input. Therefore, our ability to model the causal relationship between the front-end and back-end is not always 

deterministic and depends primarily upon the application logic. For instance, we observed that the back-end queries can 

vary based on the value of the parameters passed in the HTTP requests and the previous application state. Sometimes, the 

same applications primitive functionality (i.e., accessing a table) can be triggered by many different web pages. Therefore, 

the resulting mapping between web and database requests can range from one to many, depending on the value of the 

parameters passed in the web request. 

RELATED WORK 

A network Intrusion Detection System (IDS) can be classified into two types: anomaly detection and misuse 

detection. Anomaly detection first requires the IDS[1][2][3] to define and characterize the correct and acceptable static 

form and dynamic behaviour of the system, which can then be used to detect abnormal changes or anomalous behaviour. 

Double Guard does not have such a limitation as it uses the container ID for each session to causally map the related 

events, permit content modification from users, there is a direct causal relationship between the requests received by the 

frontend web server and those generated for the database backend. 

PROBLEM DEFINITION AND DESCRIPTION 

Problem Definition 

The intrusion detection system which detect intrusion attacks and prevent static and dynamic website from those 

types of attack is called a Double Guard system. This system does not require two different IDS rather it creates only one 

IDS and handle both the sides of attacks [12].  

Also prevention techniques are included to prevent the intrusion attacks which were not included in previously 

defined system of Double Guard.  

Problem Description 

In multitier architectures, the back-end database server is often protected behind a firewall while the web servers 

are remotely accessible over the Internet. Unfortunately, though they are protected from direct remote attacks, the back-end 

systems are susceptible to attacks that use web requests as a means to exploit the back end. In order to protect multitier 

web services, an efficient system called as Intrusion detection systems is needed to detect known attacks by matching 

misused traffic patterns or signatures.  
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Algorithms 

Static Model Building Algorithm 

In this algorithm we are getting set of web request and generate SQL query according to web request.                   

If user perform web request and for that web request SQL query is not generated then that web request mark as EQS           

(Empty Query Set) else generated SQL query and get result. If we got same result as expected up to threshold value then 

mapping is correct otherwise need more training sessions. In NMR (No match request) [1]SQL query generated without 

web request from user but according to SQL query action will be performed.  

AES Algorithm 

We are using AES encryption algorithm for encryption and decryption of data. We are already giving security to 

our application but not for data. By using encryption we can provide security for our data also. AES algorithm having 128 

bit size. We are storing data in encrypted format. When user upload file, we get that file perform encryption by using 

encryption algorithm i.e. AES (Advance Encryption Standard)[4]. After that it give encrypted file and that file stored into 

database. When use upload file by using encryption method we encrypt that file and store into database in encrypted format 

but when user click on download file get that encrypted file from database perform decryption method on that file and 

convert it into original and readable format. Once data stored into database in encrypted format then even if database got 

hacked by hacker, hacker cannot understand what is that data due to encrypted format. 

Explanation 

Encryption 

• Input:  Attribute Value (Attr). 

• Get Byte [] (B1) of that Attr. 

• Generate Key (). 

• Perform Encryption on B1. 

• Convert B1 into string(EAttr). 

• Decryption 

• Input:  Encrypted attribute value(EAttr) 

• Convert EAttr into byte [](B2). 

• Generate Key. 

• Perform Decryption on B2. 

• Convert B2 into string(DAttr). 

Deliverables 

• Static Wiebsite 

In static website we can allow user to upload and download files from web server. 

• Dynamic Website 
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In dynamic website we can allow site visitors to read, post, and comment on articles. Site visitor view blogs by 

category wise and by calendar wise. Dynamic website like blogs requires regular updating of database. Admin can perform 

all activities of site visitor. Admin also perform add, edit, delete new category, blog and comment. 

• How Attack Occur 

In this we are showing how attacker can attack to our system. 

• Prevent website from attack 

In this we are showing how our system can be prevent from those types of attack. 

Prevention Techniques 

SQL injection 

We prevent SQL injection by creating stored procedure. Store procedures are saved on database side and not on 

client side so even hacker trying to hack system via SQL injection he/she cannot hack the system. 

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

The system architecture of the system is shown in figure 1. User has send his request according to which the 

response is generated by the system. 

 

Figure 1: System Architecture 

Here in dataflow diagrams the flow of data is shown form user to database. When user login with his/her correct 

credentials the login results are displayed. When he/she submits the request for required data then data will be displayed. 

Techniques and Approaches 

It is not possible to create 250 instances so I am creating only one instance. I am creating two applications one for 

static and one for dynamic website and I am considering only one pc as a web server. 

WORK DONE  

I representing the input data to static and dynamic web site and the environment used for implementation. 

Input Data: 

For static web site I am showing the static web page. this page contains the static environment like upload button, 

download button. 
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And Dynamic web site contain the option for login, blog writting, commenting, reading etc. 

 

Detecting Intrusions Attacks 

While detecting intrusions in multitier web applications following things may happen. 

• Login.aspx 
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• Home.aspx 

 

If we login with the user name " ' OR 1=1; -- " with any random password then we will get the previous user's 

account. It is called the SQL injection attack.  

RELEVANT MATHEMATICS 

Set Theory Analysis 

A] Identify the double guard 

A = fd1, d2g 

Where D is main set of double guard like d1, d2 

D1 = static web site 

D2= dynamic web site 

B] Identify the number of request 

R= fr1, r2, r3.g 

Where R is main set of number of request like r1, r2, r3 

C] Identify the Numbers of query 

Q= fq1, q2, q3.g 

Where Q is main set of query q1, q2, q3 

D] Identify the Number of user. 

U= fu1, u2, u3.g 

Where U is main set of requested all attribute in emergency u1, u2, u3 

E] Identify Mapping. 

M= fm1, m2, m3.g 
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Where M is main set of Mapping m1, m2, m3 

F] Identify the processes as P. 

P= fSet of processesg 

P = fP1, P2, P3,P4g 

P1 = fe1, e2g 

P2= ff1, f2, f3, f4, f5, f6, f7g 

P3= fg1, g2, g3, g4, g5, g6g 

Where 

Static Web site 

fe1= upload data on serverg 

fe2= download data from server 

Dynamic web site 

ff1 = User view blogs 

ff2 = User upload new blogs 

ff3= user give comment on blogs 

ff4 =user view blogs by calendar and category wise 

ff5 = admin add new category 

ff6 = admin update comment, blog, category 

ff7 = admin delete comment, blog, category 

Mapping 

fg1 = Get User Web request 

fg2 = Query generate according to web request 

fg3= Map web request and sql query 

fg4 = Mapping perform up to threshold value 

fg5= if mapping done as expected it is normal user 

fg6= if mapping not done as expected it is abnormal user 

Relationship 
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Static Website: 

• User may upload multiple files 

• One file uploads by multiple users 

                                                      User                                                   Blog 

                                                                                  P1, P2, P3, P4 

 

Many to Many Mapping 

Dynamic Web Site 

• User may upload blogs. 

                                              User                                                      Blog 

 

One to one Mapping 

RESULTS OF THE PRACTICLE WORK 

When the static web page is used, 

We can upload or download the file. 
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Loin page. 

 

File upload or download 

When the dynamic web page is used, 

We can create our own account, can login with the respective credentials, can write a blog, 

comment on the blog, can read the comments.  

 

Blog Page 

 

Comment page. 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

I presented an intrusion detection system that builds models of normal behaviour for multi- tiered web 

applications from both front-end web (HTTP) requests and back-end database (SQL) queries. Unlike previous approaches 

that correlated or summarized alerts generated by independent IDSes, Double Guard forms a container-based IDS with 
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multiple input streams to produce alerts. Such correlation of different data streams provides a better characterization of the 

system for anomaly detection because the intrusion sensor has a more precise normality model that detects a wider range of 

threats. Rather it also can prevent the web applications from intrusions. 
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